Little Leapers

“I AM AN ENTOMOLOGIST” Kit

Materials

Books:
The Icky Bug Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta & Ralph Masiello
Where Butterflies Grow by Joanne Ryder
Bug, Bugs, Bugs! By Bob Barner
Bug Babies by Charlotte Guillain
Bug Food by Charlotte Guillain
Bug Homes by Charlotte Guillain
Bug Parts by Charlotte Guillain
Bug Senses by Charlotte Guillain
Bugs On The Move by Charlotte Guillain
Healthy Beginnings

CD: Read It! Sing It! Bugs

Toys:
5 Photo Cards, Laminated Butterfly, Dragonfly Fossil, Cocoon in acrylic, Stag Beetle in acrylic, Honeycomb, and Magnifier in mesh bag
Creature Peeper: 2 piece Green Viewer
6 Clear Rubbing Plates in mesh bag
4 Insects encased in acrylic: Praying Mantis, Butterfly, Long-Horned Beetle, Rose Chafer
Explorer Vest, Safari Hat, Bug Net
Binoculars, Flashlight (battery installed), Tweezers, Magnifier, Bug Jar, Field Tool (includes ruler) in mesh bag
Butterfly Life Cycle Knob Puzzle

Binder with activities

Recommended for ages 3-5

A good scientist always leaves equipment and tools clean for the next person!